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S dOul GENERAL Sill/CS BY WAYS AND MEANS, GORDON

(SIMILAR H 0003)
SUPPLE�'>ENTi\l /\PPROPRIATIONS; PHOV!l )ES MONEYS FOH 'l'HE ANNUAL PERIODS
bEGINN!NG JULY 1, 1979 & JULY l, 1980, TO PAY SAl.ARIES, OTHER EXPENSES,
CAPITAL OUT! AY-BUIL.DINGS & lMPilOVEMENTS & FOR OTHER SPECIFIED PURPOSES
OF THE VARIOUS AGENCIES OF STATE GOVERNMEN�. APPROPRIATION: $410,591,837.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80,
0�/09/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00001; COMM.
REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CAL.ENDAR BY WAYS AND MEANS
-SJ 00005
05/10/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL.. ORDER CAl ENDAR; C/ S READ FIRST TIM·E
7
-SJ 00005; C/5 PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 30 NAYS
-SJ 00006; RECONSIDERED -SJ 00014; C/ S PASSED AS
FURTHER AMENDEU; YEAS 10 NAYS
9 -SJ 00014
0h/11/dU IIUUSE HECEIVED, PLACED UN CALENDAR; HEAD SECOND TIME; READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 91 NAYS 26 -HJ 00018
06/25/SO SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
07/10/80
LINE ITEM VETOED BY GOVERNOR
07/10/90
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-411

5 0002 JOINT RESOLUTION BY lEWIS (SIMILAR H 0005)
AD VAlOREM TAXATION; CONSTITUTIONAl AMENDMENT TO PROVIDE, RE AD VAL
TAXES lEVIED BY CITIES, COUNTIES & SPECIAL. Disrs., A HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
INCREASED TO $15,000 IN 1980, $20,000 IN 1981 & $25,000 IN 1982 &
THEREAFTER; PROVIDES AD VAL. TAX RELIEF TO RENTERS, ETC. AMENbS SS, 6,
8, ART. VII, EFFECTIVE DATE: SJR-(W/0).
06/09/80 SEt�ATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00001; COMM,
REPORT: FAVORABL.E, Pl.ACED ON CALENDAR BY WAYS ANO MEANS
-SJ 00005
06/10/80 SENI\TE PLACED ON SPECIAL. ORDER CAL..ENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 17 NAYS
0 -SJ 00008
06/11/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 100 NAYS 12 -HJ 00017
06/25/80 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE
06/30/80 SENATE SECRETARY OF STI\TE REQUESTED TO RETURN; WITHDRAWN BY
SJR 2-E, REFER TO SIMILAR SJR 4-E
S 0003 GENERl\l. BIL.l. BY LEWIS (SIMILAR H 0006)
SPECIAL ELECTION/AD VAL TAX REl.IEF; PROVIDES FOR A SPECIAl. ELECTION ON 9/
9/80 FOR APPROVAl. OR REJECTION BY ELECTORS OF A JOINT RESOL.UTION RE AD
VAlOREM TAX REl,IEF; PROVIDES F'OR PUBLICATION OF NOTICE & FOR PROCEDURES.
EFFECTlVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LA�.
06/09/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00001; COMM,
REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY WAYS AND MEANS
-SJ 00005
06/10/80 SENATE Pl.ACED ON SPECIAi ORDER CAL.ENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 18 NAYS
0 -S.J 00008
CHi/11/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CAl-ENDAH; READ SECOND 'l'IME; READ
THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 105 NAYS 11 -HJ 00019
06/25/80 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
VETOED BY GOVERNOR
07/10/80
REFER TO SIMILAR SB 3-E (CH, 80-418)
07/10/90
S 0004 GENERA! Bll L BY lEWIS (SIMILAR ENG/H 0004)
TAXATION; AUTHORIZES PROPERTY APPRAISAL.. ADJUSTMENT BOARDS TO HEAR
APPEAlS CONCERNING AD VALOREM TAX CLASSIFICATIONS; REQUIRES THAT, UPON
REQUEST, CERTAIN INFORMATION BE INCLUDED IN NOTICE TO PETITIONER OF TIME
OF APPEARANCE BEFORE BOARD; PROVIDES FOR CONTESTING OF ASSESSMENT, ETC.
AMENDS F.S. APPROPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
06/09/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 00001; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORABl.E WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
WAYS AND MEANS -SJ 0000�
06/10/80 SENI\TE PLACED ON SPECIAL. ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 32 NAYS
5 -SJ 00010
06/11/80 HOUSE DIED IN MESSAGES, IDEN./ SIM,/COMPARE BIL.!.. PASSED, REFER
TO HB 4-D (CH. 80-274) & C/S SB 1293 (CH, 80-371)
!:> 0005 GENERAL BH 1./CS BY EDUCATION, LEWIS (SIMIL.AR H 0007)
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION; INCREASES MEMBERSHIP OF BOARD OF REGENTS &
REDUCES TERMS; CHANGES CERTAIN QUAl.IFICATIONS FOR APPOINTMENT; CHANGES
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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H 0001 GENERAl Bil.l. BY KUTUN
SALES TAX; EXEMPTS AD.'\ISSIONS TO THE NATIONAL. FOOTBAl.l, LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME FRO:� SALES TAX, AMENDS 212, 04. EFFECTIVE DATE:
10/01/80.
Ofi/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REfERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00001; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORAblE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00005
Oo/11/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
H 000?. JOINT RESOLUTION BY KUTUN
AD VALOREM TAXATION; CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO AL.LOW BUSINESS
INVENTORIES & LIVESTOCK TO BE CLASSIFIED FOR TAX PURPOSES OR EXEMPTED
FIIO.'\ TAXATION. AMENDS S. 4, AHT. VII.
0�/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00002
06/11/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
H 0003 GENl::RAL BILL. BY MORGAN, HODES AND OTHERS (SIMILAR CS/ S 0001)
SUPPL E'�ENTAl APPROPRIATIONS; PROVIDES MONE'lCS FOR THE ANNUAL. PERIODS
BEGINNING JULY l, 1979 & Jlll.Y 1, 1980, TO PAY SAL.ARIES, .OTHER EXPENSES,
CAPITAL O!JTL.AY-BUILDIN::;s & IMPROVEMENTS & FOR OTHER SPECIFIED PURPOSES
OF THE VARIJUS AGENCIES OF STATE GOVERNMENT, APPROPRIATION: $413,057,153,
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
06/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00002; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00005
06/11/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./SIM./COMPARE BILL PASSED, REFER
TO SB 1-D (CH. 80-411)
-- H 0004 GENERAL BIL.L. BY PAJCIC (SIMILAR 9 0004)
TAXA'rION; AUTHORIZES PROPl::R'rY APPRAISAL. ADJUSTMENT BOARDS TO HEAR
APPEALS CONCERNING AD VAlOREM TAX CLASSIFICATIONS; REQUIRES THAT, UPON
REQUEST, CERTAIN INFORMATION BE INCLUDED IN NOTICE TO PETITIONER OF TIME
OF APPEARANCE BEFORE BOARD; PROVIDES FOR CONTESTING OF ASSESSMENT, ETC.
AMENDS F.S, APPROPRIATION. EFFECTIVE DATE: OG/30/80.
06/09/80 IIOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00003; COMM.
REPORT: �'AVORABL E WITH AMJ::NO., Pl.ACED ON CALENDAR BY
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00005
06/10/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00010
06/11/80 HOUSE READ TIIIIID 'f!ME; AMENDMENT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AMENDED;
YEAS 78 NAYS 26 -IIJ 00014
06/11/80 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS; WITHDRAWN FRO�
WAYS AND MEANS; PLACED ON CALENDAR -SPJ 00019; PASSED
AS AMENDED; YEAS 31 NAYS
4 -SPJ 00020
06/11/80 IIOUSE CONCURRl::O; PASSED AS FURTHER AMENDED; YEAS 94 NAYS 23
-HJ 00022; ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
05/25/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO, 80-274
06/30/80
AMENDED BY S 18-E (CH. 80-261)
06/30/80
II 0005 JOINT RESOLUTION BY PAJCIC (SIMILAR S 0002)
AD VALOREM TAXATION; CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT TO PROVIDE, RE AD VAL.
TAXES lEVIED BY CITIES, COUNTIES & SPECIAL DISTS,, A HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION
INCREASED TO $15,000 IN 1980, $20,000 lN 1981 • $25,000 lN 1982 &
THEREAFTER; PROVIDES AD VAL TAX RELIEF TO RENTERS, ETC. AMENDS SS. 6,
8, ART. VI l.
06/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00003; CO�M.
REPORT: FAVORABLE, Pl.ACED ON CAl.ENDAR BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00005
06/11/80 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR, IDEN./ SIM,/COMPARE SIU, PASSED, REFER
TO SJR 4-E ( FIL.ED WITH THE SECRETARY OF STATE)
H 0006 GENERAL BILL BY PAJCIC (SIMILAR S 0003)
SPECIAL ELECTION/HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION; PROVIDES FOR A SPECIAL ELECTION ON
9/9 /80 FOR APPROVAL OR REJECTION BY ELECTORS OF A JOINT RESOLUTION RE
HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION; PROVIDES FOR PUBLICATION OF NOTICE & FOR
PROCEDURES, EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING l.AW,
06/09/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00003; CO�M.
REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00005
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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S ENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE AGRICULTURE
SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE AGRICULTURE
SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE AGRI CULTURE
SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE AGRICULTURE
SENATE WITHDRAW N FROM AGRICULTURE, WA YS AND MEANS; REFERRED TO
PULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

04/23/80
05/02/80
05/16/80
05/28/80
06/06/80

S 0031 GENERAL BILL BY TOBIASSEN !COMPARE ENG/H 0262, S 0 1571
MOTOF VEHICLE LICENSE PL ATES; REMOVES REQUIRE MENT THAT CERTAIN LIC�NSE
PL ATES ISSUED TO LEGISLATORS BE ISSUED FOR AUTOMOBILES ONLY. AMENDS
320.0805. EFFEC TIVE DATE: UPO N BECOMING LAW.
09/21/79 SENATE PREFILED
09/28/79 SENATE REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00008
04/18/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
04/30/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
05/12/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE- RULES ANO CALENDAR
05/22/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COM MITTEE RULES AND CALENDAR
06/03/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE RULES ANO CALENDAR
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALEND AR
- S 0032 GENERAL Bill BY TOBIASSEN
INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX; REPEALS LAWS PE SAID TAX & DELETES
REFERENCES THERETO. REPEALS 192.001( llt (Bt, 192.042(4), 193.11414),
192.032( 5); AMENDS CH. 199, 192.091• EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/BO.
09/21/79 SENATE PPEFILED
10/18/79 SENATE REFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE O; WAYS ANO
MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED; REFERRED TO WAYS ANO MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE D;
WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00008
05/05/80 SENATE E XTENSJON OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/13/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COM MITTEE WAYS ANO MEANS
05/26/80 SENATE E XTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM WAYS ANO MEANS; SUBCCMMITTEE D, WAYS &
MEANS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE D IED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
S 0033 GENERAL BILL /CS BY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS, STUART AND OTHERS
(SIMILAR CS/H 0445)
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS/PUBLIC B LOGS.; PROVIDES FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
CERTAIN BOND S AS STATUTORY BONDS; REQUIRES BONDS TO CONTAIN CERTAIN
PROVISIONS . AME NDS 255.05. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80•
09/21/79 SENATE PREFILEO
10/18/79 SENATE REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00008
04/15/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY GOVERNMENTAL
OPEPATIONS -SJ 00129
05/06/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIME;
C/S PASSED; YEAS 37 NAYS
O -SJ 00240
05/09/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00374; SUBSTITUTED FOR
HB 445; READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS
O -HJ 00375
100 NAYS
05/16/80 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00365
05/22/80
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO . 80-32 -SJ 00412
S 0034 GENERAL BILL BY SKINNER (IDENTICAL H 0986)
AGRICULTURE & CONSUMER SERV. DEPT.; INCREASES MEMBERSHIP OF STATE
AGRICULTURAL ADVISORY COUNCIL TO INCLUDE REPRESENTATION OF WATERMELONS.
AMENDS 570.23. EFFEC TIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
09/24/79 SENATE P REFlLED
10/18/79 SENATE REFEPRED TO AGRICULTURE
01/08/80 SENATE COMM. PEPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
AGRICULTURE
04/08/80 SENA TE I NTRODUCED, REFERRED TO AGRICULTURE -SJ 00008; COMM.
REPORT: FAVORABLE, P LACED ON CALENDAR BY AGRICULTURE
-SJ 00061
04/09/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ 00088; PASSED;
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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YEAS 37 NAYS O -SJ 00089
RECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 0 0165
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
R EAD SECOND TIME -HJ 00277
3 -HJ 00297
R EAD THIRD TIME; P ASSED; YEAS 107 NAYS
SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVfRNOR -SJ 00271
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80- 11 -·SJ 00307

S 0035 GENERAL Bill BY STEINBERG (IDENTICAL H 0587)
WRONGF UL DEATH CLAIMS; PROVIDES THAT DEFINITION OF MINOR CHILDREN IS
UNAFFECTED BY OTHER STATUTES FOR PURPOSES OF WRONGFUL DEATH ACT;
PROVIDES FOR SURVIVAL Of PERSONAL INJURY ACTIONS WHEN CLAIMANT DIES FROM
INJURIES; LIMITS RECOVERY FOR LOSSES TO SURVIVING SPOU SES/MINOR
CH ILDPfN, ere. AMENDS CH.768. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
09/24/79 SENATE PREFILED
10 /18/79 SENATE REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, COMMERCE
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL, COMMERCE
-SJ 00008
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
05/02/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
05/16/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CIVIL
05/30/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTE E JUDIC IARY-CIVIL
06/06/80 SENATE W ITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY-CIVIL, COMMERCE; REFERRED TO
RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULE S ANO CALENDAR
-s 0036 GENERAL Bill BY STEINBERG (IDENTICAL H 0521, COMPARE CS/S 05051
AO VALOREM TAXES; AUTHORIZES CERTAIN RENTERS TO PAY SAID TAX ON
RESIDENTIAL RENTAL PROPERTY; RETAINS OWNER'S LIABILITY FOR TAX; PROVIDES
PROCEDURES FOR ASSESSING, COLLECTING, & PAYING TAX; PROVIDES FOR
PERSONAL LIABIL ITY OF RENTER FOR TAX, ETC. AMENDS 192.001.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/81.
09/24/79 SENATE PREFILEO
10/18/79 SENATE REFERR ED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS , COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00009
04/22/80 SENATE EXTE NSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIPS
05/06/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF T IME GRANTED COMMITTEE E CONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/20/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/02/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE f CONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
AFFAIRS, COMMERCE, WAYS ANO MEANS; REFERRED TO RULES
AND CALENDAR -SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
S 0037 GENEPAL BILL BY STE INBERG (SIMILAR H 00871
LANDLORD & TENANT; PROVIDES THAT All SECURITY DEPOSITS OR ADVANCE RENTS
HE LD RE RESIDENTIAL PROP ERTY IN EXCESS OF 6 MONTHS BY A LANDLORD OR HI S
AGENT SHALL ACCUMULATE INTEREST AT THE RATE OF 51 PER ANNUM & SHALL BE
CR EDITED.TO TENANT. AMENDS 83.49. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
09/24/79 SENATE PREFILED
10/18/79 SENATE REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS,
COMMERCE
04/08/80 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY AND
CONSUMER AFFAIRS, COMMERCE -SJ 00009
04/22/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/06/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE E CONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
05/20/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF T IME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
ANO CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/02/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY
AND CONSUMER AFFAIRS
06/06/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM ECONOMIC, COMMUNITY ANO CONSUMER
CON TINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00053
COMM. RF.PORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00097
04/23/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED; YE�S 38 NAYS
O -SJ 00150
04/30/80 SENATF. IMMEDIATELY CERTIFIED
04/30/80 HOUSE RECEIVED, PLACED ON CAL ENDAR -HJ 00277; PLACED ON
SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; SUBSTITUTED FOR HB 1106; READ
SECOND TIME ·HJ 00277
05/01/80 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 85 NAYS 23 -HJ 00 296
05/07/80 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS ANO PRESENTED T O GOVERNOR -SJ 00271
05/10/80
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 80-426 -SJ 00307
04/08/80 SEN ATE
04 /14/80 SENATE

S 0504 GENFRAL Bill BY CARLUCCI
MEPCHANDISE REFUNDS; PROVIDES THAT ANYONE GIYING FALSE NAME, AOOPESS OR
NAME OR ADDRESS OF ANOTHER WITHOUT THAT PERSON'S APPROVAL FOR PURPOSE OF
OBTAINING OR ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN FROM A BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENT A REFUND
FOR MERCHANDISE OP CERTAIN SERVICES IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR; PP.OVIOES
PFNAL TY. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01180.
03/27/80 SENATE PREFILEO
04/08/80 SENATE lNTROOUCEO, REFERRED TO JUOIClARY-CRlMINAL -SJ 00053
04/21/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
05/06/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL -SJ 00256
06/�6/80 SENATE WtTHORAWN FROM CALENDAR, REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR
SJ 01010
06/07/80 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR

,_. S 050 5 GENERAL Sill/CS �y WAYS AND MEANS, MAXWELL ANO OTH ERS CCOMPARE H 0521,
CS/H 1343, S 0036, S 0359, S 03841
AD VALOREM TAXES; SPECIFIES C�NTENT OF ASSESSMENT NOTJCE; REQUIRE�
NOTICE OF HEAFlNGS OF PROPERTY APPRAISAL ADJUSTMENT SOARD t NOTICE OF
RfSULT5 OF HEARINGS; PROVIDES A $20,000 HOMESTEAD EXEMPTION FROM AO VAL
NONSCHOOL LEVIES UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS, ETC. AMENDS F.S.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/27/80 SENATE PREFILED
04/08/80 SENAT E INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO W AYS ANO MEANS -SJ 00053
04/09/80 SENATE SUSREFERRED TO WAYS AND MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE D -SJ 00097
04/23/80 SENATE WITHD RAWN FROM- WAYS ANO MEANS SUBCOMMITTEE D
·SJ 00132; NOW IN- WAYS & MEANS
05/05/80 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE WAYS AND MEANS
05/07/80 SENATE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR SY WAYS AND MEANS
SJ 00279
05/15/80 SFNATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S READ FIRST TIMF
-SJ 00323; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -SJ 00324; AMENDMENT
PENDING -SJ 00326
05/20/80 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S PASSED AS
AMENDED; YEAS 38 NAYS
2 -SJ 00363
05/23/80 !-()USE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO FINANCE & TA XATION,
APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00561
05/30/80 HOUSE WI THDRAWN FROM- APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00868; WITHDRAWN
FROM .FINANCE & TAXATION; PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ
SECOND TIME -HJ 00901; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED; READ THIRD
O -HJ 00920
TIME; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 103 NAYS
06/03/80 SENATE AMENDMENT TO HOUSE AMENDMENT ADOPTED -SJ 00600; REFUS�O
TO CONCUR; REQUESTED HOUSE TO RECEDE; CONFERENCE
COMMITTEE REQUESTED -SJ 00601
06/03/80 HOUSE REFUSED TO RECEDE; CONFERENCE COMMITTEE APPOINTED
·HJ 01007; REP. PAJCtC, HASEN, MARGOLIS, OGDEN,
PATCHETT; ALT. ECKHART
06/03/80 SENATE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE APPOINTED; SEN. MAXWELL, JENNE,
MYERS, PETEPSON, GORDON; ALT. TOBIASSEN -SJ 00601
06/07/80 SENATE CONFERENCE CO"lMITTEE REPORT R ECEIVED -SPJ 01031;
CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ADOPTED; PASSED AS AM ENDED
BY CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORT; YEAS 34 NAYS
-SPJ 01050
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN MESSAGES, IOEN./SIM./COMPARE Sill PASSED, REFER
TO HB 4-0 (CH. 80-2741
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DIED IN COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

H 0518 GENERAL BILL BY GUSTAFSON (IDENTICAL S 07251
ROBBERY; INCREASES PENALTY FOP ROBBERY WHILE CAPPYING A FIPEAPH OF OTHEP
OEADLY WEAPON. AMENDS 812.13. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/80.
02/15/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOP STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PREFILED, REFERRED TO
CRIMINAL JUSTICE, APPROPRIATIONS
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOP STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00050
04/28/80 HOUSE SUBPEFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL CODE
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
H 05lq GENERAL BILL BY HOLLINGSWORTH (JOENTtCAL S 02171
STATE FARMERS MARKET; ESTABLISHFS A STATE FAR�ERS MARKET TN COLUMBIA OR
$UWANNEE COUN TY, THE LOCATION TO BE DETERMINED BY THE COMMISSIONER OF
AGRICULTUPE. APPROPRIATION: SZ00,000. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/80.
02/15/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; PREFiLED, REFER�ED TO
AGRICULTURE & GENERAL LEGISLATION, APPROPRIATIONS
03/12/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY AGRICULTURE & GENERAL
LEGISLATION; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
04/03/80 HOUSE SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL GOVEPNMENT
04/08/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO AGRICULTURE & GENE RAL LEGISLATION, APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00050; COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE BY AGRICULTURE &
GENERAL L EGISLATION -HJ 00088; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS;
SUBREFERRED TO SUBCOMMITTEE O N GENERAL GOVERNMENT
06/07/80 ..«JUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

H 0520 GENERAL BILL BY SILVEP, SPAET ANO OTHERS
LANDLORD & TENANT ACT; PROVIOES DEFINITION; AUTHO�lZES COUNTIES OP
MUNICIPALITIES TO ADOPT MEASURES RESTRICTING UNCONSCIONABLE PENTAL
INCREASES PRQVIOED THAT SUCH MEASURES APE AOOPTEO ALONG CERTAIN LINES;
DIRECTS FLA. LAND SALES & CONDO. DIV. TO MAKE CERTAIN PULES; PROVIDES
PENALTY. CREATES 83.455. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
02/15/80 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY
04/08/80 HOUSE INTPOOUCED, PEFERREO TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00051
05/29/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: UNFAVORABLE, LAID ON TABLE UNDER RULE BY
JUDICIARY -HJ 00846

-- H 0521 GENERAL BILL BY SILVER, GORDON, SPAET AND OTHERS (IDENTICAL S 0036,
COMPARE CS/S 05051
Ar VALOPEM TAX ES; AUTHORIZES CE�TAIN RENTERS TO PAY SAID TAX ON
RESIDENTIAL RENTAL PROPERTY; RETAINS OWNER'S LIABILITY FOR TAX; PROVIDES
PROCED URES FOR ASSESSING, COLLECTING, & PAYING TAX ; PROVIDES FOR
PERSONAL LIABILITY OF RENTER FOP TAX, ere. AMENDS 192.001.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/81.
02/21/80 HOUSE TARGETED FOR PRIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; PPEFILED, PEFERPED
TO JUDICIARY, FINANCE & TAXATION
04/08/80 HOUSE rARGETED FOR P RIVATE SECTOR IMPACT; INTROoUCED,
REFERRED TO JUDICIARY, FINANCE & TAXATION -HJ 00051
06/07/80 HOUSE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
H 0522 GENERAL BILL BY KUTUN (IDENTICAL S 05571
STATE GOVEPNMENT; AMENDS PROVISION WHICH RELATES TO DUTIES OF STATE
TREASURER WITH REGARD TO CLEARING ACCOUNTS. AMENDS 216.275.
EFFECTIVE OATE: 07/01/80.
02/21 /80 HOUSE PREFILED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
04/08/80 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-H J 00051
04/11/80 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -HJ 00190
04/18/80 HOUSE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
04/21/80 HOUSE READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00213
O -HJ 00219
04/22/80 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; PASSEO; YEAS 105 NAYS
0 4/24/80 SEN ATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00169
05/08/80 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS: SUBSTITUTED FOR
SB 557; PASSED; YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00259
05/lq/80 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -HJ 00495
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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This act shall take effect July 1, 1980.

Approved by the Governor June 30, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 1, 1980.
CHAPTER 80-274
House Bill No. 4-D
An

act relating to taxation; amending s. 194.032(1), (2),
(3) and (4), Florida Statutes, and adding subsections
(11) and (12); authorizing the property appraisal
adjustment boards to hear appeals concerning ad valorem
tax classifications; requiring that, upon request,
certain information be included in the notice to a
petitioner of his time of appearance before a board;
specifying grounds for removal from office; allowing
petitioners to be represented by an agent; providing
for contesting of assessment;
specifying
certain
evidence
that may not be presented or accepted;
providing
qualifications
of
special
masters;
restricting representation before a board by persons
who have served as special masters; providing for
appearance by condominium homeowners' association or
mobile home association before a board; providing
certain powers regarding review of petitions; amending
s. 196.011(1), Florida Statutes, relating to annual
applications for exemption; authorizing certain persons
to reapply on a short form; amending s. 196.032,
Florida Statutes, relating to the Local Government
Exemption Trust Fund, to delete provisions relating to
additional
homestead
tax
exemption; amending s.
199.292(4), Florida Statutes; providing for disposition
of intangible personal property tax proceeds; creating
providing
intent;
s. 193.1145, Florida Statutes;
providing for designation of interim assessment rolls
if the local taxing authority brings a civil action in
circuit court and the court so orders; requiring taxing
units to levy provisional millage rates upon interim
assessment rolls and to certify the rates to the
property appraiser; providing for the applicability of
certain
laws to such rates; providing duties of
property appraisers, tax collectors, and circuit court
clerks with respect to such interim assessment rolls;
specifying certain notice in tax bills based on such
assessment rolls; providing for the recomputation of
millage rates and for the reconciliation of interim and
approved
assessment
rolls
for certain purposes;
providing for and restricting billings and refunds
based upon such reconciliation; authorizing delays in
supplemental billing or refunding; providing that the
court may confirm taxes levied against an interim roll
as final under certain conditions; providing a form for
notice of supplemental bills or refunds; providing for
review of interim assessments; providing for
the
applicability of certain delinquent tax provisions to
delinquent provisional taxes based upon such interim
assessment rolls; providing that the recomputation of
1143
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pply
for

Section 56. Paragraph (d) of subsection (11) of section 192.001,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
192.001 Definitions.--All definitions set out in chapter 1 that
are applicable to this part, are included herein. In addition, the
following definitions shall apply in the imposition of ad valo�em
taxes:
(11) "Personal property" for the purposes of ad valorem taxation,
shall be divided into four categories as follows:
(d) "Tangible personal property" means all goods, chattels, and
other articles of value (but not including the vehicular items
enumerated ln s. l(b), Art. VII of the State Constitution and
elsewhere defined) capable of manual possession and whose chief value
is intrinsic to the article itself. Construction work in progress
consists of those items of tan ible ersonal ro ert commonl
known
n t e

C

as define
eon.
e n
from
371.021(18) are expressly included in this definition.
Section 5 7. Subsection
is amended to read:

in

s.

(2) of section 192.042, Florida Statutes,

192.042 Date of assessment.--All property
according to its just value as follows:

shall

be

assessed

Tangible personal property, on January 1, except construction
ro ress shall have no value
laced
thereon
until
Section 58. Notwithstanding the provisions of this act or other
provisions of general law to the contrary, any qualified county,
municipality or special district which received a distribution from
the Local Governmental Exemption Trust Fund for revenues lost as a
result of s. 196.031(3), Florida Statutes, in fiscal year 1979-80
shall be entitled to receive a distribution from said fund in fiscal
year 1980-81 equal to the amount received in fiscal year 1979-80.
For fiscal year 1980 -81, for purposes of certification of value and
computation of the rolled back rate pursuant to s. 200.0 65(1),
Florida Statutes, the property appraiser shall consider the homestead
exempt value for which a reimbursement was given pursuant to s.
196.032, Florida Statutes, for 1979-80, as an exemption for which the
taxing authority is entitled to replacement revenues pursuant to
state law for 1980-81.
Section 59. The venue provisions of s. 195.092, Florida Statutes,
as amended by this act, shall not apply to any action pending on the
effective date of this act, which action was instituted prior to May
1, 1980.
1192
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pHP9Haftt--te--ST--¼96r93¼r--ST--¼96r98¼r--ST--¼96r99¾r-ST-¼96r¼9¼ r -9T
¼96T¼99r -eP-ST-¼96T292T---�he--ftet¼ee--sha¼¼--¼fte¼eaee That a list
maintained by the property appraiser of all applicants for exemption
Yfteer-the-aeeve-Meftt¼eftee-seet¼efts who have had their applications
for exemption wholly or partially approved is available to the
public, at a location specified in the notice, and the hours during
which the list may be seen. The notice shall further indicate, by
name, the types of exemptions which are included in the list.
(b) App¼¼eaftts--Eer--eMeMpt¼eft--Hfteer--th¼s-ehapter-th•t-have-hae
the¼r-app¼¼eat¼efts-eeft¼ee-ey-the-preperty-appra¼ser 7 -w¼th-the--street
aeerese-er 7 -¼E-fte-street-aeeress-¼s-ava¼¼ae¼e 7 -aftether-ees¼gftat¼eft-eE
¼eeae¼eft-ef-the-preperty-se-eeft¼ee-afte-¼ts-assessee-va¼YeT---Hewever 7
th!s--ftet!ee--sha¼¼-ftet-app¼y-te-eMeMpt¼efts-aHther¼eee-p�rs�aftt-te-sT
¼96T93¼7 -9T-¼96T88¼ r -9T-¼96r89¼r-ST--¼96rr9¼r--eP--9T--¼96r292r---�he
ftet¼ee--sha¼¼-iYrther-¼fte¼eate That a list maintained by the property
appraiser of all applicants for exemption Yfteer-the--aeeve--Meftt¼eftee
eeet¼efts who have had their applications for exemption denied is
available to the public, at a location specified in the notice, and
the hours during which the list may be seen. The notice shall
further indicate, by name, the types of exemptions which are included
in the list.
Section 63. If any provision of this act is held to be invalid or
inoperative for any reason, it is the legislative intent that the
invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications thereof
which can be given effect without the invalid
provision
or
application, and to this end the provisions of this act are declar·ed
to be severable.
Section 64. This
provided, that:

act

shall

take

effect

upon

becoming a law;

(1) Sections 1 and 2, 5 through 9, 11 and 12, 18 and 19, 2 2, 24
through 46, 53, 56 and 57, and 60 shall, except where expressly
provided otherwise, apply to asseRsment rolls and taxes levied
thereon for 1980 and each year thereafter.
(2) Section 2 1 shall apply to taxes levied for fiscal year 198384 and each year thereafter.
(3) Sections 47 through
effect October 1, 1980.
(4)

49

and

sections 54 and 55 shall take

Sections 50 through 52 shall take effect June 1, 1981.

(5) Sections 3, 4, 10 and 58 shall take effect upon approval of
Senate Joint Resolution No. 1344 or similar legislation at a special
election to be held on September 9, 1980; provided that section 10
shall apply with respect to assessments and taxes levied thereon for
1980 and each year thereafter, and section 4 shall, given said
approval, take effect July 1, 1981.
Approved by the Governor June 30, 1980.
Filed in Office Secretary of State July 1, 1980.
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provided in subsection (3J;
{b) All of the specific community development
services that it is authorized to perform have been
transferred to a general-purpose unit of local govern
ment in the manner provided in subsections (4), (5),
and (6); or
(cl The district is dissolved as provided in subsec
tion (7) or subsection (8).
(3) The district may merge with other communi
ty development districts pursuant to s. 190.005 or
with any special districts pursuant to ss. 165.041 and
190.005.
(4) The local general-purpose government within
the geographical boundaries of which the district
lies may adopt a nonemergency ordinance providing
for a plan for the transfer of a specific community
development service from a district to the local gen
eral-purpose government. The plan must provide for
the assumption and guarantee of the district debt
that is related to the service, as provided in s.
165.071, and must demonstrate the ability of the
local general-purpose ·government to provide such
service:
(a) As efficiently as the district.
(b) At a level of quality equal to or higher than
the level of quality actually delivered by the district
to the users of the service.
(c) At a charge equal to or lower than the actual
charge by the district to the users of the service.
(5) No later than 30 days following the adoption
of a transfer plan ordinance, the board of supervisors
may file, in the circuit court for the county in which
the local general-purpose government that adopted
the ordinance is located, a petition seeking review by
certiorari of the factual and legal basis for the adop
tion of the transfer plan ordinance.
(6) Upon the transfer of all of the community
development services of the district to a general-pur
pose unit of local government, the district shall be
terminated in accordance with a plan of termination
which shall be adopted by the board of supervisors
and filed with the clerk of the circuit court.
(7) If, within 5 years after the effective date of
the rule or ordinance creating the district, a land
owner has not received a development permit, as
defined in chapter 380, on some part or all of the
area covered by the district, then the district shall be
automatically dissolved and a judge of the circuit
court shall cause a statement to that effect to be filed
in the public records.
(8) In the event the district has become inactive
pursuant to s. 165.052, the board of county commis
sioners shall be informed and it shall take appropri
ate action.
(9) Upon meeting the standards of s. 171.043,
upon assumption of the debt of the district and any
guarantee of such debt as provided in s. 165.071, and
upon meeting the prerequisites in s. 171.042, a mu
nicipality may annex all the land included in the
district by ordinance of annexation, which shall pro
vide for the allocation of the indebtedness so as
sumed and the manner in which such debt shall be
retired.
Hlatory.-11. 2, ch. 80-407.

s. 192.001

190.049 Special acts prohibited.-Pursuant to
s. ll(a)(21), Art. III of the State Constitution, the
Legislature hereby prohibits special laws pertaining
to the future creation of independent special dis
tricts for any of the purposes set forth in this chapter
other than as provided in this chapter.
History,-&. 2, ch. 80-407.
Note.-Ch. 80-407 was passed by the requisite three-fifths vote in each
house. See s. ll(a)(21), Art. Ill. State Constitution

CHAPTER 192
TAXATION; GENERAL PROVISIONS
192.001 Definitions.
192.042 Date of assessment.
192.115 Performance review panel.
192.001 Definitions.-All definitions set out in
chapter 1 that are applicable to this part are includ
ed herein. In addition, the following definitions shall
apply in the imposition of ad valorem taxes:
(1) "Ad valorem tax" means a tax based upon the
assessed value of property. The term "property tax"
may be used interchangeably with the term "ad valo
rem tax."
(2) "Assessed value of property" means an annu
al determination of the just or fair market value of
an item or property, or if a property assessed solely
on the basis of character or use, or at a specified
percentage of its value, pursuant to s. 4(a) or s. 4(b),
Art. VII of the State Constitution, its classified use
value or fractional value.
(3) "County property appraiser" means the coun
ty officer charged with determining the value of all
property within the county, of maintaining certain
records connected therewith, and of determining the
tax on taxable property after taxes have been levied.
He shall also be referred to in these statutes as the
"property appraiser" or "appraiser."
(4) "County tax collector" means the county of
ficer charged with the collection of ad valorem taxes
levied by the county, the school board, any special
taxing districts within the county, and all municipal
ities within the county.
(5) "Department" unless otherwise designated,
means the State Department of Revenue.
(6) "Extend on the tax roll" means the arithme•
tic computation whereby the "millage" is converted
to a decimal number representing one one-thou
sandth of a dollar and then multiplied by the as
sessed value of the property to determine the tax on
such property.
(7) "Governing body" means any board, commis·
sion, council, or individual acting as the executive
head of a unit of local government.
(8) "Homestead" means that property described
in s. 6(a), Art. VII and s. 4(a)(l), Art. X of the State
Constitution.
(9) "Levy" means the imposition of a tax, stated
in terms of "millage," against all appropriately lo
cated property by a governmental body authorized
by law to impose ad valorem taxes.
(10) "Mill" means one one-thousandth of a Unit·
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ed States dollar. "Millage" may apply to a single levy
of taxes or to the cumulative of all levies.
(11) "Personal property" for the purposes of ad
valorem taxation, shall be divided into four catego
ries as follows:
(a) "Household goods" means ':"earing appar�l,
furniture, appliances, and other items ordinarily
found in the home and used for the comfort of the
owner and his family. Household goods are not held
for commercial purposes or resale.
(b) "Intangible personal property" means mon
ey all evidences of debt owed to the taxpayer, all
evidences of ownership in a corporation or other
business organization having multiple owners, and
all other forms of property where value is based
upon that which the property represents rather than
its own intrinsic value.
(c) "Inventory" means only those chattels con
sisting of items commonly referi:ed to as goo_ds,
wares and merchandise (as well as inventory) which
are he,ld for sale or lease to customers in the ordinary
course of business. Supplies and raw materials shall
be considered to be inventory only to the extent th!lt
they are acquired for sale �r lease to _custom�rs m
the ordinary course of business or will physically
become a part of merchandise intended for s�e or
lease to customers in the ordinary course of busmess.
Partially finished products which when completed
shall be held for sale or lease to customers m the
ordinary course of business shall be deemed items of
inventory. All livestock shall be considered invent?
ry. Items of inventory held for lease to customers m
the ordinary course of business, rat�er than fo_r �a!e,
shall be deemed inventory only prior to the m1tial
lease of such items. Items of inventory refers to the
total of such items in a class or category assessable
to a particular taxpayer.
1
(d) "Tangible personal property" means all
goods, chattels, and oth�r articles of value. (but not
including the vehicular items enumerated m s. l(b),
Art. VII of the State Constitution and elsewhere de
fined) capable of manual possession and whose chief
value is intrinsic to the article itself. "Construction
work in progress" consists of those items of tangible
personal property commonly known as fixtures, �a
chinery, and equipment when in the process of bemg
installed in new or expanded improvements to real
property and whose value is materially enhanced
upon connection or use with a preexisting, taxabl_e,
operational system or facility. Construction work m
progress shall be deemed substantially completed
when connected with the preexisting, taxable, opera
tional system or facility. "Inventory" and "house
hold goods" are expressly excluded from this �efini
tion. "Live-aboard vessels" as defined m s.
371.021(18) are expressly included in this definition.
<12) "Real property" means land, buildings, fix
tures and all other improvements to land. The terms
"'land," "real estate," "realty," and "real property"
rnay be used interchangeably.
I 13) "Taxpayer" means the person or other legal
entity in whose name the property is assessed.
Hlacory,-!, l. ch. 70-243; 1, 1, ch. 77-102; s. 4, ch. 79-334; s. 56, ch. 80-274.
''.11010,-As amended by s. 56, ch. 80-274, appliea to a88essment rolls and
:axes levied thereon for 1980 and each year thereafter.

s. 193.024

Note,--Consolidation of provisiona of former ss. 192.031, 192.041, 192.052,
192.064

192.042 Date of assessment.-All property
shall be assessed according to its just value as fol
lows:
(1) Real property, on January 1 of each year. Im
provements or portions not substantially completed
on January 1 shall have no value placed thereon.
"Substantially completed" shall mean that the im
provement or some self-sufficient unit within it can
be used for the purpose for which it was constructed.
1
(2) Tangible personal property, on January 1, ex
cept construction work in progress shall have no val
ue placed thereon until substantially completed as
defined in s. 192.00l(ll)(d).
(3) Inventory, on January 1 of each year at its
average value during the prior calendar yea�.
(4) Intangible personal property, accordmg to
the rules laid down in chapter 199.
HJ.story,.....,.. 4 ch. 70-243; s. 57, ch. 80-274.
'Note.-As am'ended by a. 57, ch. 80-274, applies to asaeaament rolls and
taxes levied thereon for 1980 and each year thereafter.

1
192.115 Performance review pailel.-If there
occurs within any 4-year period the final disapproval
of all or any part of a county's roll pursuant to s.
193.114 for 2 separate years, the Governor shall ap
point a three-member performance review panel.
Said panel shall investigate the circumstances sur
rounding said disapprovals and the general perform
ance of the property appraiser. If the panel finds
unsatisfactory performance, the property appraiser
shall be ineligible for the designation and special
qualification salary provided in s. 145.10(2). Within
not less than 12 months, the property appraiser may
requalify therefor, provided he successfully recom
pletes the courses and examinations applicable to
new candidates.

HJ.story ......... 22, ch. 80-274.
'Note.-As amended by s. 22, ch. 80-274, applies to asaessment rolls and
taxes levied thereon for 1980 and each year thereafter.

CHAPTER 193
ASSESSMENTS
PART I
GENERAL
Deputy property appraisers.
Notice of expansion.
Notice of new, rebuilt, or expanded property.
193.085 Listing all property.
193.114 Preparation of assessment rolls.
193.1145 Interim assessment rolls.
193.1147 Performance review panel.

193.024
193.076
193.077

193.024 Deputy property appraisers.-Prop
erty appraisers may appoint deputies to act in their
behalf in carrying out the duties prescribed by law.
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Hlstory.-s. 2, ch. 80-366.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE ON
CS/SB 505
(TRIM BILL)

ADDITIONAL

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
JUNE 6, 1980

AMENDMENT II
1

PAAB - Condominium Owners Association

2

PAAB - Consideration of Comparable Properties

3

Purchase and Financing Forms for Property Appraiser

4

Cost of Mailing pursuant to s. 200.069

5

Budgets to County Commissioners - Require for
Tax Collector

6

Budgets to County Commissioners - Delete
Property Appraiser

7

Homes for Aged - Surviving Spouse and Disabled Veterans

8

Homes for Aged - $25,000 Exemption for School Taxes

9

Assessment of Construction Work in Progress

10

DOR - Printing of Forms pursuant to s. 200.069
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David Beggs

SUBJECT:

TRIMPack.age Analysis

Per your request, enclosed are the available analyses which we have on
the TRIMpackage. Specifically, there are: 1) an analysis of HB 4-D
which was the TRIM bill passed during special session immediately follow
ing the regular session. This is the major TRIM implementing bill; 2)
an analysis of SJR 4-Epassed during the June 30, 1980 special session.
This is the homestead exemption constitutional amendment which will appear
on the October 7, 1980 ballot; and 3) an analysis of SB 18-Epassed during
the June 30 special session. This contains a number of amendments and
additions to RB 4-D, primarily required by the number of time extensions
for completing the tax rolls granted by the Department of Revenue.

If you have any questions or need further information, please let me
know.
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H.

Increased Homestead Exemption
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I.

1980-81 Millage Limitations

9

J.

Miscellaneous Provisions

SU�:.:'-1JI.RY OF HB 4D
Major Provisions
A.

Property Appraisal Adjustment Board Reform
Sections: 1, 36, 37, 62
Provisions:
1.

Grants petitioner the right to be sent a copy of the property
record card for his parcel, by checking a box on the petition
form.

2.

Allows petitioner to be represented before the board by an
agent rather than only by an attorney.
(Includes private
appraisers, accountants, realtors, etc.)

3.

Allows the taxpayer to seek relief directly in the circuit
courts rather than first being required to petition the PAPJ3.

4.

Prohibits petitioner from introducing evidence before the
board previously requested in writing by the property appraiser
(in making his determination of value) and deliberately denied
to him.

5.

Requires special masters to be either tax attorneys or
professional appraisers. Deletes requirement that special
master be a resident of the county.

6.

Prohibits a special master from representing a taxpayer before
the board in the year he serves.

7.

Allows a condominium homeowner's association or a mobile home
association to present evidence and testify before the board.
Requires board to consider such before acting on individual
petitions.

8.

Allows the board to consider assessments on comparable
properties when hearing petitions.

9.

Allows taxpayers 30 days, rather than 15, to file petitions
after notice of new assessment.

10.

Requires PAAB to publish quarter page newspaper ad after
completion of hearings stating the tax impact of the board,
by property class. Deletes requirement for publishing list
of individual exemptions approved and disapproved by p�operty
ap!:)raiser.
Intent:

To enhance the professionalism of the PA1ill;
to allow taxpayers easier access to information
and better representation before the board;
to give greater visibility to the board's
actions.

B.

Interim Assessment Rolls
Sec�ions: 5, 11, 12
Provisions:
1.

Allows any taxing authority within the county to request the
local circuit court to authorize the commencement of interim
roll procedures.

2.

Such request may be made if all or part of the assessment
roll is disapproved or if the assessment roll is delayed
beyond September 30.

3.

The valuations on the interim roll would be those of the roll
submitted to the department, if said roll was disa?proved, or
those of the prior year roll updated for new construction and
ownership changes, if the current roll was late.

4.

Truth-in-taxation provisions apply with respect to interim
rolls.

5.

Taxes based on interim assessments would be provisional, and
subject to recomputation upon approval of the roll, unless
the local court waives the recomputation requirement. Recompu
tation would be such that total taxes levied (except for voted
levies and for required local effort prior to 1982-83) would
be unchanged, but taxpayers who were relatively underassessed
would receive a supplemental bill, while those relatively
overassessed would receive a refund.

6.

The increased homestead exemption for non-school taxes would
not apply until the roll was approved and taxes recomputed.
If the court waives recomputation, the increased exe�ption
would be foregone for that year.
Intent:

To allow local governments to continue to
finance their activities in an orderly and
timely fashion, despite a roll disapproval
or a lengthy reappraisal effort; to strengthen
roll disapproval as a workable tool for
enforcing compliance with the uniform and
just valuation requirements of law.

2

c.

Equalization of Required Local Effort
Sections: 17, 21
Provisions:
1.

Beginning with 1982-83 taxes, the required local effort
millage for each school district will be adjusted by an
equalization factor.

2.

The factor is such that total RLE dollars raisea in a district
will equal what the unadjusted RLE millage would produce if
the county's assessment level was equal to the statewide
average level. Therefore, if a county's assessment level is
above average, the RLE millage for that school district would
be less than average, and vice-versa.

3.

The additional millage {or deduction of millage) required for
equalization would apply to the subsequent year required local
effort.

4.

A district could exceed the 8 mill cap if necessary for
equalization, but in no event would the basic required effort
plus equalization prevent the district fro� levying its full
discretionary millage nor would it require or authorize total
millage in excess of 10. However, it is possible that
additional millage required for equalization could reduce the
amount that could be levied under SB 769 (2 mills for ca�ital
outlay and mainte�ance).

5.

If, upon litigation, the court determines that DOR has failed
to present sufficient evidence to allow an accurate estimation
of a county's assesswent level, the county shall be presumed
to be at the state average.
Intent:

Under current law, the FEFP provided an
incentive for underassessment since counties
with low assessments receive more state
dollars per student. This section eliminates
that incentive by increasing required millage
rates where assessments are low.

3

D.

Enhanced State Review of Assessment Rolls
Sections: 18-20, 22
Provisions:
1.

Provides for review of county assessment rolls on a two year
cycle, rather than four.

2.

Specifies eight real property classes, plus the aggregate
real and personal property rolls, which must be studied in
each county. Also requires separate study of land and
building valuations.

3.

Specifies statistical measures to be used and requires
professionally accepted methodology.

4.

Requires evaluation of local procedures for granting
institutional exemptions and agricultural classifications.

5.

Requires performance audit of DOR by the Auditor General once
every 3 years.

6.

Advances by 2 months the schedule for notification to the
property appraiser of defects in his roll.

7.

Appropriates $804,900 to DOR to implement the 2 year study
cycle.

8.

Provides for appoinL�ent of a 3 member performance review
panel by the Governor if a county's assessment roll is
disapproved twice in any four year period. If the panel
finds unsatisfactory perfornance, the appraiser's salary
is reduced $4,000.
Intent:

To provide for accurate and consistent
studies establishing the assessment level
in each county; to provide more timely
determination of assessment levels for
use in administrative actions, legislative
policy-making, and equalization of required
local effort.

4

E.

Revised Procedures for Assessment Roll Litigation
Sections:

7-9, 13-16, 59

Provisions:
1.

Provides venue for actions by DOR to mandate performance of
duties by tax officers or officials in the local circuit
where the duties are to be performed.

2.

Gives property appraisers and taxing authorities standing to
contest rules or orders of state agencies including roll
disapprovals and assessment level determinations; provides
venue for such actions in Leon County.

3.

Repeals the Assessment Administration Review CoITL�ission,
which currently has original jurisdiction in litigation
concerning roll disapprovals.

4.

Authorizes an additional judge and a clerical position in
the Leon County circuit court, and contingently appropriates
$90,836 therefor, upon certification of need by the Supreme
Court.
Intent:

To provide fer the development of expertise
in the circuit court system regarding
technical disputes over property taxes; to
provide for consistency in circuit court
decisions in this area.

5

F.

Imoroved Truth-in-Taxation Provisions
Sections: 25, 26, 28-35, 38-42 , 46, 61
Provisions:
1.

Provides for personal notice to each taxpayer as to his old
and new assessment, prior year property taxes, current year
taxes under proposed budgets, current year taxes if no
budget increase is adopted, and the time and place of budget
hearings.

2.

Combines the currently disparate processes of establishing
a budget and adopting a millage rate.

3.

Prohibits any formal action regarding budget adoption until
public hearings are held.

4.

Provides for one hearing to adopt a tentative budget and
millage rate, preceeded by personal "Notice of Proposed
Property Taxes", and for a second hearing to adopt final
budget and millage rate, preceeded by quarter page size
newspaper advertisement.

5.

Confoms county, school and water management budget provisions
to the new requirements of s. 200.065 (truth-in-taxation).

6.

Provides for a statement to accompany tax bills showing, for
each taxing authority, total taxes if the rolled-back rate
were adopted, total taxes under rates actually adopted, and
the difference thereof.

7.

Allows extension of taxes prior to completion of PAAB hearings
if completion of the hearings prior to ex�ension would be the
sole cause of a delay in issuance of tax bills beyond Nov. 1.

8.

Provides for state monitoring of local compliance with truth
in-taxation provisions.
Intent:

To dispell the notion that higher assessments
necessarily cause higher taxes. To direct
taxpayer concern over the level of taxes away
from the PAAB hearing and toward local budget
hearings. To afford taxpayers the means of
effectively participating in the budget and
tax setting process, and specific knowledge
of how the process impacts them.

6

G.

Deternination of Required Local Effort and Discretionary School Levies
Sections: 43-45
Provisions:
1.

Beginning in 1980-81, required local effort will be specified
in the general appropriations act as an aggregate dollar amount
rather than a millage rate.

2.

By July 25 the CowJDissioner of Education will advise each
district of its required local effort millage, which he
computes against the taxable value of the rolls as submitted
to DOR.

3.

Discretionary millage, excluding the 2 mills authorized for
capital outlay and maintenance, is limited to a maximum of
25% of the required local effort millage.
Intent:

To prevent unanticipated increases in
taxable value from resulting in school tax
increases; to prevent shortfalls in taxable
value (relative to estimates) from reducing
pro�erty taxes anticipated for education
funding; to prevent increased assessments
from disequalizing education funding
{through increased proceeds from what otherwise would be a proportionally larger dis
cretionary millage cap).

7

H.

Increased Honestead Exemntion
Sections:

2-4, 10, 53, 58

Provisions:
1.

Contingent upon voter approval September 9, 1980, the home
stead exemption for non-school levies will be increased to
$15,000 for 1980 taxes, $20,000 for 1981, and $25,000 there
after.

2.

The increase would not apply with respect to any assessment
roll unless and until the roll is approved by DOR.

3.

The increase stands repealed upon the effective date of any
ru�epdment to the constitution providing for the assessment
of homestead property at a fraction �f its just value.

4.

Five years residency in Florida is required to qualify for
the increased exemption.

5.

Effective 1981-82 reimbursement to local governments for the
senior homestead exemption is eliminated.

6.

Increases the homestead exemption equivalent for units in
homes for the aged to $25,000 for school levies.
Intent:

Upward revaluation of property erodes the
relative value of the homestead exemption,
and shifts a portion o f the tax burden from
non-homestead to homestead property. This
change is intended to preserve the effect
of the increased homestead exemption granted
in the 1979 session with respect to school
taxes, despite higher assessments.
Making the increase contingent on roll
approval is intended to prevent undue
erosion of the local tax base if the
property appraiser fails to comply with
full valuation requirements, and to
create an incentive for compliance, as
well as for reconciliation of interim and
final rolls, if appropriate.

8

I.

1980-81 Millage Limitations
Sections: 24, 60
Provisions:
1.

Limits county, city and special district property tax increases
for 1980-81 to 8% over the prior year, with the following
exceptions:
a.

Proceeds from taxes on newly constructed property.

b.

Millage necessary for court mandated fixed capital
outlay expenditures.

c.

New costs imposed by state mandated programs unfunded
·by the state.

d.

Tax dollars forgone if millage levied against the
1977 or 1978 rolls was less than the certified rate,
or if that levied against the 1979 roll was less
than the maximum authorized pursuant to 79-332,
Laws of Florida, without a referendum (105 % with
certain �xceptions).

2.

Waives the above limit if authorized by an extraordinary vote
of the governing body (majority plus one or two-thirds, which
ever is less).

3.

Allows the school discretionary millage to exceed 25% of the
required local effort rate for 1980-81 (but in no event to
be more than 1.6 mills) under the following circumstances:
a.

if necessary to raise 108% of the discretionary
revenue produced by 1.6 mills in the prior year,
exclusive of new construction.

b.

if necessary to raise 110% of said revenue, but
only if authorized by extraordinary vote of the
board (majority plus -one).

c.

if necessary to insure that the rate of increase
over the prior year in total FEFP funds (general
revenue plus property taxes) per weighted FTE
student for the district is not less than the
statewide average increase. Must be authori=ed
by majority vote plus one.

Intent:

To encourage local governments to give careful
consideration to the issue of significant
property tax increases which could occur with
dramatically increased assessments if millage
rates are not rolled-back. The caps are
temporary because the rate of increase in
assessments is expected to stabilize at "normal"
growth rates once full valuation is inplemented.
q

J.

Miscellaneous Provisions
Sections: 23, 27, 47-52, 54-57
Provisions:
1.

Makes filing of the sales aisclosure form (showing fees,
costs, and terrns of sale) optional rather than mandatory at
the time of deed recordation. Fees, costs and terms are
presumed "usual" in absence of filing.

2.

Provides that millage shall be set only by the governing
bodies of taxing authorities pursuant to general or special
law.

3.

Increases fees paid to tax collectors for administration of
motor vehicle tags and titles, liens, and motorboat titles
and registrations.

4.

Mandates that each tax collector's office have "on-line"
computer access to DHS.MV' s data bank. Allows state funds to
be used for hardware costs.

5.

Allows citie� and counties to increase occupational license
taxes (frozen since 1971) accoraing to the following schedule,
except that licenses for utilities subject to a franchise fee
cannot be increased:
Maximum Increase

Current License Tax

100 %
50 %
25 %

$100 or Less
$101 to $300
More than $300
6.

Defines construction work in progress as certain kinds of
tangible personal property. Provides that such property
shall not be taxable until substantially completed.

Committee on Finance & Taxation
Prepared June 18, 1980
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SUBJECT:
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BILL (lo, AND SPONSOR:
SB 4D - Senator Lewis
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SUMMARY
A.

Present Situation:
SB 4D can basically be divided into the following areas:
(a)

Local Certified Millage Process (truth in taxation).--The
certified millage process was enacted by the Legislature in
1973 to encourage increased public participation in, and
awareness of, the spending and taxing decisions of local
elected officials. While local governments remain free to
determine local taxes based on the individual needs of their
communities, "truth in taxation" is aimed at increasing the
impact which the public has on the determination by local
officials of additional government funding needs.
According to section 200.065(1), Florida Statutes, the
certified millage rate is that millage rate which will provide
the same ad valorem tax revenue for each taxing authority as
was levied the prior year, exclusive of new construction,
improvements, and deletions. To calculate certified millage,
98 percent of the current year's taxable value is used.
Local elected officials can exceed the certified millage rate
by a simple majority vote after passing a special resolution
and after holding two advertised public hearings for the
purpose of hearing comments and explaining reasons for the
proposed increase.
Currently, the nonvoted discretionary effort levied by district
school boards is exempt from the certified millage process.

(b)

Homestead Property Tax Exemptions.--The Florida Constitution
and Statutes presently provide each resident of the state, who
owns a home, a homestead tax exemption of $5,000 of the assessed
value of the real estate. If the person has been a resident of
the state for five consecutive years, the exemption is increased
to $25,000 of the assessed value of the real estate for school
district levies. If the person has been a resident for five
consecutive years and has attained the age of 65 years or is
totally and permanently disabled, the exemption may be increased
up to $10,000 of the assessed value of the real estate against
all ad valorem tax levies.
Local governments presently recapture revenues lost as a result
of the additional senior and disabil'lty exemptions through the
Local Government Exemption Trust Fund. This revenue is paid back
at a rate of 96 percent of total revenues lost.
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(c)

State-�landated Local Government Property Tax Restrictions.-
Senate bill 3B, passed in 1979, limited, for one year only, th8
millage that could be levied by cities, counties, and certain
special districts to a rate that would provide no more than
105 percent of the ad valorem revenue collected the previous
year, exclusive of new construction, additions, and deletions,
and millage necessary to prevent the impairment of a prior
contract. A referendum was required to levy a greater millage
rate.

(d)

Public School District Required Local Effort.--Current law states
that the required local millage rate shall be set each year in
the Geaeral Appropriations Act. The 1979 General Appropriations
Act set the millage rate to be levied in 1980 at 6.4 mills.
Although not stated in the act, this millage was estimated to
raise $696.8 million in required local effort. Based on the
latest estimates of statewide taxable value, 6.4 mills will raise
$1,034.9 million, an increase of $338.1 million. This large
increase over the original estimates is primarily due to the
impact which the Cabinet's drive to increase assessments to 100
percent of market value is expected to have on local tax rolls.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
(a)

Local Certified }tillage Process (truth in taxation),--SB 4D makes a
nu.�ber of additions to the advertising requirements of the current
certified millage process and the budget process of local government,
The major change in this process is the notification by mail of every
property taxpayer and advising him or her of specific changes and
their assessment and taxes based on local government tentative budgets.
This would include notice of public hearings. The purpose of these
additions is to maximize public involvement in the decisions of local
governments to raise property tax revenues.
SB 4D also extends the requirement to follow the certified millage
process to millage levied by school districts.

(b)

Homestead Property Tax Exemption.--This bill provides that the home
stead tax exemption is increased to $15,000 in 1980-81, $20,000 in
1981-82, and $25,000 in 1982-83 and each year thereafter, of the
assessed value of the real estate for all non-school district ad
valorem tax levies for those persons who have been residents of this
state for five consecutive years. It further provides that the in
creased exemption shall not apply to any assessment roll which has not
first been approved by the Department of Revenue. Funds which are no
longer necessary to reimburse local governments for the senior and
disability homestead tax exemption will be distributed based on 1979-80
distributions during fiscal year 1980-81 and revert to General Revenue
in each year thereafter.

(c)

State-Mandated Local Government Property Tax Restrictions.--In 1980-81,
SB 4D imposes certain uniform statewide restrictions on the ability of
local governments to increase property taxes. Specifically, in order
to levy a millage rate in excess of 108 percent of the certified
millage rate, exclusive of current year state-mandated unfunded require
ments and fixed capital outlay required by federal court order, a two
thirds vote by the governing boards of the local taxing authorities
would be required. Similar in purpose to the strengthening of the
certified millage process, this restriction provides a more direct
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limitation on growth in local government taxes. It would apply to
cities, county, special districts, and multi-county taxing districts.
School districts would be allowed to levy a maximum discretionary millag
equal to 108% of the certified rate in 1980-81. However, if approved by
a vote of the board of a majority plus one, the discretionary vote may
be set up to 110% of the certified rate. In years after 1980-81, the
maximum discretionary millage would be equal to 25% of the required
local effort millage.
SB 4D also provides that as a prior requirement to receiving state
revenue sharing monies, certification must be made to the Department
of Banking and Finance that the requirements of SB 4D, relating to the
108% cap and extraordinary vote provisions, have been followed. This
provision applies only to cities and counties. There are no monetary
penalties for school districts or special districts.

II.

(d)

Public School District Required Local Effort.--SB 4D would require that
the required local effort be determined by a fixed dollar amount set
for each year in the General Appropriations Act. Millage would be set
to raise the required amount based on actual taxable value rolls.

(e)

Other Issues.-1.

Interim Roll.--This bill establishes a procedure whereby, upon
disapproval of a tax roll by the Department of Revenue, an interim
roll can be established on which taxes can be levied.

2.

Equalization of School Taxes.--Beginning in 1983-84, and contingent
upon the passage of a constitutional amendment, additional or smalle
levies for required local effort would be required based on the
school district's assessment ratio.

3.

Homes for the Aged.--This bill would increase current exemptions to
include the $25,000 homestead exemption for schools. Additional pro
visions are also made for surviving spouses and disabled veterans.

4.

Occupational License Fees.--This bill would allow increases in such
fees by local governments. Increases over October 1, 1971 levels
would be 100% for licenses less than $100, 50% for licenses between
$101 and $300, and 25% for licenses of more than $300.

5.

Tax Collector Fees.--This bill would increase the fee charged by
tax collectors on a number of items including license plates, boat
registrations and auto titles.

6.

Construction Work in Progress.--This bill,for purposes of the in
tangible personal property tax, would state that such items could
not be taxed until construction work is deemed substantially
complete.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE
A.

Public:
(a)

Local Certified Millage Process (truth in taxation).--By increasing
the information available to the public, Senate Bill 4D should
increase their awareness of local government taxation decisions
and increase their involvement in the process.
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(b)

Homestead Property Tax Exemption.--For levies of all taxing authorities
except school districts, the homestead exemption would be increased.
This would occur only for homesteaders who have lived in Florida for
five or more years and only in those counties in which the roll was
approved by the Department of Revenue.

(c)

State-Mandated Local Government Property Tax Restrictions.--The
effect of this restriction on the public will depend on the specific
tax and expenditure decisions made by their local governments. Effects
of the 108% limitation will only be felt in those communities where
a decision to exceed this limitation would normally have been made. In
the majority of local governments, those which would not have exceeded
the limitation or would have reduced millage below the certified level,
there would be no impact.

(d)

Public School District Required Local Effort.--Current law requires
a levy of 6.4 mills which, based on current estimates, would raise
$1,034.9 million. This would be reduced by an amount dependent on
the General Appropriations Act.

Government:
(a)

Local Certified Millage Process (truth in taxation).--SB 4D would
mandate an increase in advertising costs for many local governments.

(b)

Homestead Property Tax Exemption.--Currently, it is estimated that
1980 taxable value, for all taxing authorities except school districts,
will be $202.5 billion, an increase of 58.4% over 1979 values. The
effect of the $15,000 homestead exemption which would be in effect in
fiscal year 1980-81 would be to lower total non-school district taxable
value to $186.2 billion, or a loss in taxable value of $16.3 billion.
This new taxable value would represent an increase of 45.7% over 1979.
According to current estimates, the net effect of the rising assess
ment levels and the increased homestead exemption would be an increased
taxable value, in 1980 over 1979, in all counties and in all but two
cities (Brooker and Hampton),
At current homestead exemption levels, homesteaders would be 25.5% of
all property taxes in 1980. The increased 1980-81 exemption will reduce
that proportion to 22.5%.
The state currently reimburses local governments for the additional
$5,000 homestead exemption for those homeowners over 65. For 1980-81,
an estimated $31.5 million would have been reimbursed. Approximately
this amount would be reimbursed under SB 4D.

(c)

StJte-�andated Local Government Propertv Tax Restrictions.-
Because of the variability of local governments anct the possi
bility of a two-thirds vote override, it is not possible to
assess the exact impact of the 108 percent limitation on each
unit of local government. There are, however, a number of
considerations that should be mentioned.
Fir�t, the number of cities increasin1 mill2ge by more thnn
eight percent over the certified millage was relatively small
in 1979-SO. Out of 391 total cities, onlv 20 went over this
li�it. I� all, 1�8 cities increased millage above the certified
race. 163 levied the certified rate, and 100 levied below the
certified rate. Also, in 1979-80, 7 councies levied a millage
more than eight percent over the certified rate. An additional
24 counties levied millages between zero and eight percent
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(d)

Public School District Required Local Effort. The 6.4 mills
currently required to be levied in 1980 for required local effort
is now estimated to raise $1,034.9 million. This means an addi
tional S338.1 million more than was expected would flow into the
Florida Education Finance Program (FEFP). The amount required in
1980-·81 und�r SB t,n -:oul,. denencJ on the General Lpnropriations Act.

(e)

The increase in tax collector's fees will increase such revenues
by $8.5 million in fiscal 1980-81.

COMMENTS:
For the most part, this act would take effect upon becoming law and apply
to taxes levied on the 1980 tax roll. Those portions of the bill depen
dent on the passage of a constitutional amendment would take effect upon
such passage at a special election held on September 9, 1980. The increase
in the tax collector's fees would take effect October 1, 1980 or June 1,
1981. The equalization of school district tax rolls would take effect
for fiscal year 1983-84.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
#1 by Ways and Means:
The bill currently requires that the expense of sending out the personal
notices of assessments and certified taxes be paid for by the individual
taxing authorities. This amendment would make the county responsible
for such costs.
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Stm:·L!\RY
A.

Present Situation:
HB 4D can basically be divided into the following areas:
(a)

Local Certified Millage Process (trLch in taxation).--The
certified millage process was enacted by the Legislature in
1973 to encourage increased public participation in, and
awareness of, the spending and taxing decisions of local
elected officials. While local governments remain free to
determine local taxes based on the individual needs of their
communities, "truth in taxation" is aimed at increasing the
impact which the public has on the determination by local
officials of additional government funding needs.
According to section 200.065(1), Florida Statutes, the
certified millage rate is that millage rate which will provide
the same ad valorem tax revenue for each taxing authority as
was levied the prior year, exclusive of new construction,
improvements, and deletions. To calculate certified millage,
98 percent of the current year's taxable value is used.
Local elecced officials can exceed the certified millage rate
by·a simple majority vote after passing a special resolution
and after holding two advertised public hearings for the
purpose of hearing commencs and explaining reasons for the
proposed increase.
Currently, the nonvoted discretionary effort levied by district
school boards is exempt from the certified millage process.

(b)

Homestead Property Tax Exemptions.--,he Florida Constitution
and Statutes presently provide each resident of the state, who
owns a home, a homestead tax exemption of $5,000 of the assessed
value of the real estate. If the person has been a resident of
the state for five consecutive years, the exemption is increased
to $25,000 of the assessed value of the real estate for school
district levies. If the person has been a resident for five
consecutive years and has attained the age of 65 years or is
totally and permanently disabled, the exemption may be increased
up to $10,000 of the assessed value of the real estate against
all ad valorem tax levies.
Local governments presently recapture revenues lost as a result
of the additional senior: and disability exemptions through the
Local Government Exemption Trust Fund. This revenue is paid back
at a rate of 96 percent of total revenues lost.
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, c)

StatC=-;(andated Local Government Prooertv T::ix f\estrictions.-
Senate bill JB, passed in 1979, limited, for one year only, the
mill::ige that could be levied by cities, counties, and certain
speci::il districts to a rate that would provide no more than
105 percent of the ad valorem revenue collected the previous
year. exclusive of new construction, additions, and deletions,
and millage necessary to prevent the impairment of a prior
contract. A referendum was required to levy a greater millage
rat-=.

(d)

Public School District Reauired Local Effort.--Current law stat2s
that the required local millage rate shall be set each year in
the General Appropriations Act. The 1979 General Appropriations
Act set the millage rate to be levied in 1980 at 6.4 mills.
Although not stated in the act, this millage was estimated to
raise S696.8 million in required local effort. Based on the
latest estimates of statewide taxable value, 6.4 mills will raise
$1,034.9 million, an increase of $338.1 million. This large
incre::ise over the original estimates is primarily due to the
impact which the Cabinet's drive to increase assessments to 100
percent of market value is expected to have on local tax rolls.

Effect of Pro?osed Changes: ·
(a)

Local Certified �1illage Process (truth in taxation).--HB 4D makes a
numoer of additions to the advertising requirements of the current
certified millage process and the budget process of local government.
The major change in this process is the notification by mail of every
property taxpayer and advising him or her of specific changes and
their assessment and taxes based on local government tentative budgets.
This would include notice of public hearings. The purpose of these
addit{ons is to maximize public involvement in the decisions of local
governments to raise property tax revenues.
RD 4D also extends the requirement to follow the certified millage
process to millage levied by school districts.

(b)

Homestead Prooertv Tax Exemption.--This bill provides that the hoT.e
stead tax exemption is increased to $15,000 in 19S0-81, $20,000 in
1981-82, and $25,000 in 1982-83 and each year thereafter, of the
assessed value of the real estate for all non-school district ad
valorem tax levies for those persons who have been residents of this
state for five consecutive years. It further provides that the in
creased exemption shall not apply to any assessment roll which has not
first been approved by the Department of Revenue. Funds which are no
longer necessary to reimburse local governments for the senior and
disability homestead tax exemption will be distributed based on 19i9-SO
distributions during fiscal year 1980-81 and revert to General Revenue
in each year thereafter.
State-,·bndated Local Government Prooertv Tax Restriction,;.--ln 19S0-Sl,
HB 40 imposes certain uniform statewide restrictions on the ability of
loC'.11 governments to increase property taxes. Specifically, in order
to levy a millage rate in excess of 108 percent of the certified
millage rate, exclusive of current ye::ir state-mandated unfunded require
ments and fixed capital outl::iy required by federal court order, a two
thirds vote by the governing boards of the local taxing authoriti-=s
would be required. Also, any local government which has not levied a
millage rate at least equal to the certified race in any year since
1977 may calculate the maximum millage it is allowed to levy without
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an e:-:traordinary vote based on a certified millage rate equal to :,hat
it would have been had the certified rate been levied in each year
since 1977. Similar in purpose to the strengthening of the certified
millage process, this restriction provides a more direct limitation on
grmvth in local government taxes. It would apply to cities, couni:ies,
special districts, and multi-county taxing districts.
HB 4D also provides that as a prior requirement to receiving state
revenue sharing monies, certification must be made to the Department
of BanKing and Finance that the requirements of HB 4D, relating to the
103;·; cap and extraordinary vote provisions, have been followed. This
provision applies only to cities and counties. There are no monetary
penalties for school districts or special districts.
(d)

Pu�lic Schonl District Reauired Local 7 ffort.--HB 4D would require that
the required local effort be determined by a fixed dollar amount set
for each year in the General Appropriations Act. Millage would be set
to raise the required amount based on actual taxable value rolls.

(e)

Public School District Discretionarv Millage.--HB 4D requires that the
maximum discretionary millage that may be levied by school districts,
exclusive of the additional two mill discretionary levy passed this
year for capital outlay .and maintenance, be equal to 25% of the required
local effort millage. However, in fiscal year 1980-81, a school dis
trict, if it wishes, may levy a discretionary millage equal to:
1.

By a majority vote, 108% of the rolled back rate.

2.

By a vote of a majority plus one, 110;; of the rolled back rate.

3.

By a vote of a majority plus one, a millage rate sufficient to
prpvide the revenue necessary to achieve the statewide average
percentage increase in revenue per weighted full-time equivalent
student over fiscal year 1979-80.

In no event may the discretionary millage levy exceed 1.6 mills.
(f)

Other �ssues.-1.

Interim Roll.--This bill establishes a procedure whereby, upon
disapproval of a tax roll by the Department of Revenue, an interim
roll can be established on which taxes can be levied.

2.

Eaualization of School Taxes.--Beginning in 1983-84, and contingent
upon the passage of a constitutional amendment, additional or s�alle
levies for required local effort would be required based on the
school district's assessment ratio.

3.

Homes for the Aged.--This bill would incre::ise current exemntions to
include the $25,000 homestead <>.::emption for schools. Addition�.l ?ro
visions are also made for surviving spouses dnd disabled vecer�ns.

4.

Occunational License Fees.--This bill would allow increases in such
fees by local governments. Increases over October l, 1971 levels
would be 100% for licenses less than $100, 50% for licenses bec�een
SlOl and $300, and 25% for licenses of more than $300.

5.

TJX Collector Fees.--This bill would increase the fee charged oy
tax collectors on a number of items including license pldtes, ooat
registr::itions and auto titles.
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Construction l{ork in Proq;ress.--This bill, for purposes of the in
tangiole personal property tax, would state chat such Ltems could
not be taxed until construction work is deemed substantially
complete.
I:rP.\CT AND FISCAL NOTE

Public:
(a)

Local Certified �illage Process (truth in taxation).--By increasing
the information available to the public, House Bill 4D should
increase their awareness of local government taxation decisions
and increase their involvement in the process.

(b)

Honestead Pronertv Tax Exenntion.--For levies of all taxing authorities
except school districts, the homestead exemption would be increased.
This would occur only for homesteaders who have lived in Florida for
five or morce years and only in those counties in which the roll was
approved b:, the Department of Revenue.

(c)

State-'.·!andai:ed Local Government Propertv Tax Restrictions.--The
effeci: of this resi:riction on the public will depend on the specific
tax and expenditure decisions made by their local governments. Effects
of the 108% limitation will only be felt in those communities where
a decision to exceed this limitation would normally have been made. In
the majority of local governments, those which would not have exceeded
the limitation or would have reduced millage below the certified level,
there would be no impact.

( d)

Public School District Required Local Effort.--Current law requires
a levy of 6.� mills which, based on current estimates, would raise
$1,034.9 million. This would be reduced by an amount dependent on
the Ge�eral Appropriations Act.

Govern:,ient:
(a)

Local Certified :1illaze Process (truth in taxation) .--RB 4D would
mandate an increase in advertising costs for many local government3.

(b)

Honestead Pronertv Tax Exemption.--Currentlv, it is estimated that
1980 taxable value, for all taxing aui:horities except school dist-::icts,
will be $202.5 billion, an increase of 58.4% over 1979 values. The
effect of the $15,000 homestead exemption which would be in effect in
fiscal year 1980-81 would be to lower total non-school district ta:,able
value to $186.2 billion, or a loss in taxable value of $16.3 billion.
This new taxable value would represent an increase of 45.7% over 1979.
According to current estimates, the net effect of the rising assess
ment levels and the increased homestead exemption would be an inc::-cased
taxable value. in 1980 over 1979, in all counties and in all but t�o
cities (Brooker and Hampton).
At current homestead exemption levels, homesteaders would pay 25.5� of
all property taxes in 1980. The increased 1930-31 exemption will reduce
that proportion to 22.5%.
The state currently reimburses local governments for the addition,11
$5,000 homestead exemption for those homeowners over 65. For 1980-Sl,
an ustimated $31.5 million would have been reimbursed. Approximately
this amount would be reimbursed unJer ffi, 4D.
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S tate-'.,!ando.ted Loco.l Government PropPrt•r To.x Restrictions.--Because
of the variability of local governments and the possibility of a two
thirds vote override, it is not possible to assess the exact impact
of the 108% limitation on each unit of local government. There are,
however, a number of considerations that should be mentioned.
First. the number of cities increasing millage by more than ei6ht
percent over the certified millage was relatively small in 1979-30.
Out of 391 total cities, only 20 went over this limit. In all, 128
cities increased millage above the certified rate, 163 levied the
certified rate, and 100 levied below the certified rate. .Also, in
1979-80, 7 counties levied a millage more than eight percent over the
certified rate. An additional 24 counties levied milla6es becwee!l
zero and eight percent above the certified rate, 12 counties levied
at =he certified rate, and 24 counties levied below the certified
rate. In interpreting the above dat«. it should be remembered that
in 1979-80, cities and counties were subject to the five percent
co.p imposed by SB 3B (1979).

III.

(d)

Public School District Reauired Local Effort.--The supplemental
appropriations act set the required local effort at $750 million.
This will result in a required local effort millage rate of approxi
mately 4.6 mills in fiscal year 1980-81.

(e)

Public School District Di3cretionarv Milla�e.--If all school distric=s
levied the i08% of the rolled back rate which they are allowed to do
by majority vote, a total of $220.7 million would be levied at a state
average millage rate of 1.29 mills. The actual amount will depend on
local decisions.

(f)

The increase in tax collector's fees will increase such revenues by
$8.5 ..million in fiscal year 1980-81.

cmNENTS
The homestead exemption provided by this act will take effect in fiscal
year 1930-81 for taxes levied on the 1980 tax roll if the required consti
tutional o.mendment is approved on September 9, 1980. If approved, the
homestead exemption will be in effect for fiscal year 1980-31 no matter
what. However, if at any time thereafter a constitutional amendment is
approved requiring fractional assessment, the homestead exemption would be
automatically repealed.
For the most part, this act would take effect upon becoming law and apply
to ta::es levied on the 1980 tax roll. Those portions of the bill depeudent
upon passage of a constitutional amendment would to.ke effect upon such
passage at a special election held on September 9, 1980. The increo.se in
the to.x collector's fees would take effect October 1, 1980 or June L, 1981.
The equali=ation of school district tax rolls would take effect for ti5cal
year 1983-84.

